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Bear Hr. Lekas, 

Beginnig back in 1966, when I  was in the LA area and from elsewhere by phone 

iackson did air me with what then was the first book on the Warren Commission, 
the first of my Whitewash series. 

Herewith my Case Open, rather what remains of it aft'er shortening it to speed 
publishing up and to be able to sell it for less.What remains, 1  believe, is a solid 
case for Gerald Posner and Random HdUse as the most successful of the exploiters and 
commercializers of the JFK assassination. 

Sprry my typing cannot be better. I'm 51 now and in impaired health. These 
health probldms lead to my living convoluted. hours. Because i cannot avoid being up 
very early, 1  mtYrt retire very early, 6 pm loll time here, three out there. I can, 
of course, extend that a little. 

This also means, if there are late-night shows on your station that might have 
the interest, that I can do shows that begin at midnight there. 

vi Sorry travel is impossible for me and I wont be out there. 
If you know nothing about my work, this is my seventh JFK assassination book. 

No theVry in it, none in any of them, and in that my writing is unique. It comes 
entirely from the official evidence. What i have 4that includes abbut a third of 
a million pages that were once withheld. I got them by a dozen FOIA lawsuits some of 
which were precedental and one of which lead to the 1974 amending of POI& to open 

CIA FBI and similar egency files to FULA access. 

I hope your listeners will be able to learn the truth ablut what was promoted so 
heavily and did mislead them,Posner's rewriting of our precious and painful history-
for money. 
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